
Problem 1.5
~lectric LJipole
Giancoli 21-65.

Problem 1.6
Gauss's law and the Superposition Principle.
We have an infinite, non-conducting, sheet of negligible thickness carrying a negative uniform surface charge
density (J and, next to it, an infinite parallel slab of thickness LJ with positive uniform volume charge density
p (see sketch). All charges are fixed. Calculate the direction and the magnitude of the electric field.

cr (negative)

(a) Above the negatively charged sheet.

(b) Below the slab.

(c) In the slab.

(d) Make a plot of E as a function of distance, z, from the sheet.

Problem 1.7
Two spherical charged shells.
Giancoli 22-21.

Problem 1.8
Two concentric charged cylinders.
Giancoli 22-29.

Recitations.

There are 28 recitation sections (see the 8.02 Website). If for any reason you want to change section, please
see Maria Springer in 4-352.
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Problem 1.6
Gauss's law and the superposition principle.

Let's choose the z-axis perpendicular to the slab and sheet, with z = a in the middle of the
sheet:

CD
z

r- (J (negative)

D ® p (positive)

We will find different expressions for E in each of the three regions shown:

Region I

Region II

Region III

z > D/2

-D/2 < z < D/2

z < -D/2 .

The best way to approach this problem is to make use of the superposition principle and
symmetry arguments, i.e., to calculate the electric field Esheet of the sheet of charge alone,
then to calculate the electric field E slab of the slab of charge alone, and then to add vectorially
the results. From above, we have

Region I

Region II & III

E
(7 ,

sheet = +-2 z
'0

E
(7 ,

sheet = --2 z
'0

(independent of z)

z=O

/2

ar~ E t
dA
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z>D
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- - - - - - - - ----------------- ---- ---- ---
I

-

E tdA

What about E slab? Consider the fol
lowing Gaussian pillbox: the top is a
distance z > D /2 above the z = a
plane, and the bottom is the same
distance below the z = a plane. By
symmetry, the electric field on the
top of the pillbox has exactly the
same magnitude, but is oppositely di
rected from the E field on the bottom
of the pillbox. The charge Q enclosed
by the pillbox is pDA, so
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becomes 2EA = pDAjEo, or E = pD/2Eo, independent of z.

D/2
z=o

area A-'. E dA
~

~ I Jz<
- - -- - - - - - - - - - -

- - - -- - - ------------------- - - - ----- - --

E dA

That gives us the field outside the
slab, but what about inside? Con
sider a pillbox similar to the previ
ous, except now z < D/2. The total
height of this pillbox is 2z, so that
the charge contained inside is now
p(2z)A, and

f E· dA ~ Q~d/'O ===> 2EA ~ 2zpA/,0 .

Notice that again we used a symmetry argument by carefully choosing the pillbox to have
top and bottom the same distance from z = O. Thus inside the slab, E = pZ/EO. This
depends on z, as it should!

For the slab, then,

Region I

Region II

Region III

pD.
Eslab = +-2z

'0
E

pZ.
slab = +-Z

'0
E

pD.
slab = --z

2'0

In summary, we have

(a) Region I (z > D/2)

(e) Region II (-D/2 < z < D/2)

(b) Region III (z < -D/2)
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(d) It is instructive to plot Esheet and E slab separately (remembering that CJ < 0).

lal/2EO

-D

,

: (Esheet z,

ol'---_>z
-la1/2£o

::::- Z

C6' slab z,,: pD/2E
O

-D~:

=--_~/O:
-pD12Eo ',

Together, they look like this (assuming pD > 1"1):

-DL]
l7

(pD+a)/2EO

;::0 Z

Note that the field across this and any sheet of charge is discontinuous, with a jump of
magnitude CJlEo.

Problem 1.7
Two spherical charged shells. (Giancoli 22-21.)

From the symmetry of the system, we may con
clude that the electric field is entirely in the
radial direction, and is a function of r alone.
We take as a Gaussian surface a spherical shell
concentric with the charged shells, and with
radius r in the region within which we wish to
determine the electric field. Gauss's law gives

Qencl/EO

Qencl/EO
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